HIDING OUT!

KATE’S FIRST WEEK

The exhausted couple escape to her parents’ home. Breast-feeding, diaper duty, bonding with ‘Georgie’ — all the details.
Christina Applegate, 41, empties out her purse for *Us*

**The Busy Mom of Sadie, 2**
(with musician husband Martyn LeNoble, 44), has one requirement for her day-to-day tote: lots of pockets! Her canvas H&M bag fits the bill. Explains the creative partner of tots’ clothing line FabKids.com (launching a boys’ site August 15): “It fits diapers and sippy cups!” What else?

**Getting Cheeky**
“I use Koh Gen Do blush that has a sponge in the cap. I tap it on my cheeks and I’m good to go with almost no effort.”

**Quirky Keepsake**
“A year ago, my daughter swallowed a rock. She pooped it out, and I was so relieved that I saved the rock in this heart-shaped box.”

**Fill ‘er Up!**
“I always carry Earth’s Best biscuits for Sadie and a bottle of Fruitwater for me.”

**Free Pass**
“Once, on a plane, an air marshal gave me his business card. He wrote on the back, ‘Please excuse C. Applegate from any arrest that may happen in the future,’ and signed it. It’s my get-out-of-jail-free card!”

---

**Celebrity Wedding Officiants**

Here come the stars! These big names took gigs working the altar

**Benedict Cumberbatch**
“I’m available!” the British actor, 37, joked of getting ordained to preside over his pals’ wedding.

**Emma Stone**
The star, 24, earned her spot hosting her publicist’s November 2012 nuptials: She introduced the britches.

**Will Forte**
MacGruber’s minister? The SNL vet, 43, oversaw vows for the Black Keys’ Patrick Carney.

**Joan Rivers**
“Every wedding officiant has a cover charge and a two-drink minimum,” the queen quipped.

**Mark Consuelos**
“I did it for the clergy pass!” the actor, 42, has said of conducting pal Howard D. Stern’s wedding.

---